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XHORSE DOLPHIN KEY MACHINE

Stay ahead.
You will receive regular 
online updates for 
your key machine and 
stay ahead of your 
competitors.

Lithium Battery
Equipped with a 
rechargeable built-in 
lithium 64.75wh          
battery to cut 30-50 
keys in one charge. 

You can still use the 
machine and cut 
keys while you are 
recharging it.

Cut flat & laser vehicle keys. At an unmissable price. 
User-friendly.
Operated via Blue-tooth using the FREE Xhorse app for 
Android and IOS. An intuitive interface allows you to 
search the key database and use your key machine.

Portable and convenient.
With a feather-like weight and an 
ergonomic handle, it’s perfect for 
emergency calls and roadside jobs.
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For Flat and Laser 
Vehicle Keys

Essential when your customer has lost all their keys.
Customer has lost their keys? With Xhorse Dolphin you can:
• Use the database to search for your customer’s vehicle                                           

make and model.
• Cut by bitting. You can search the database to select the correct key 

blank, key type and vehicle manufacturer before entering the cuts.
• Find bitting. You can use the database to select the correct 

vehicle manufacturer, key blank, key tipe and the machine will find               
possible cuts.

Fast.
Your machine will boot 
instantly and quickly cut 
your customer’s key

*

* Requires optional M3 Jaw (not included).



XHORSE DOLPHIN KEY MACHINE
Cut flat & laser vehicle keys. At an unmissable price. 
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DOLPHIN KEY MACHINE

Use the app
Operated via Blue-tooth using the FREE Xhorse 
app for Android and IOS.

Perfect for your van
With a weight of only 15 kilos and an ergonomic 
handle, the Xhorse Dolphin is small and very                  
easy to carry.

Battery operated
Equipped with a built-in lithium battery to cut 
30-50 keys in one charge.

Stay ahead of your competitors 
With regular online updates for your machine and 
key database, you will be the first to receive the 
latest applications.

The Xhorse Dolphin is the perfect 
back-up key machine to cut laser and 
flat vehicle keys. With an unbeatable 
price, you will recoup your investment 
and profit from it in no time.

TECHNICAL DATA
                                                                                         
Input voltage: 12-24V.
Input frequency: 47-63Hz.
Power consumption: 200W.
Dimensions: L315mm, W218mm, H270mm.
Spindle Speed: 10000-13000RPM.
Battery capacity: 64.75wh.
USB Port: USB2.0.
Net Weight: 15Kg.
Movements: 3 axes.
Warranty: 1 year.

We are always happy to help you   
with installation, support and                        

training as required. 
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ACCESSORIES

M1 Clamp

M2 Clamp

1x 1.5mm Cutter
1x 2.5mm Cutter
1x 2.5mm Cutter
1x 1.0mm Tracer

M3 Clamp (Not Icluded)
For F021 and SX9


